
+ How to grow 450 follows in 6
weeks



Results

Eizens is now bringing in
30-50 followers per day
Reaching 10x people from
organic posts
+124% profile visits daily
Has gained 450 followers.

After 3 months... 

Most importantly he gets
more website visits which
means more purchases on his
app & more calls booked.



How We Did ItHow We Did It



From This To This



When I reached out to
Eizens...

Coach Eizens

He was lost and frustrated with
social media

He was struggling to come up
with ideas to bring value to his
audience

He didn't have the time to study
marketing on top of growing his
business & serving his clients

He knew what he had to do but
didn't know how to do it.



The Solution

Our content strategy focused on
producing high-quality carousels &
reels that would educate, entertain and
motivate his audience in different
formats to drive action.

We posted consistently 6 times
p/week, mastered our hashtag
strategy, engaged with comments,
and used the dollar eighty growth
strategy to drive organic traffic to
his page.

Brand Colours



Brand Colours

I used persuasive
copywriting techniques
and the Attention,
Interest, Desire and
Action (AIDA) formula on
the headlines, text,
graphics, and captions to
drive action to the link in
the bio and increase
website traffic.



"We have been working
together for 6 weeks now

and have grown 80-100
followers, but real

followers, people who are
actually engaging with my

content and messaging
me"

(Taken from Testimonial Video)

"the posts are very very
good, I'm actually
shocked, they are
extremely well made,
posts, captions,
hashtags"

"very happy with the
service, he is available for
contact anytime I need
and great
communication all
round, we really are a
team"

"I know how to train and I
know how get clients but

for me social media was
tough, I have tried to learn

and study it but I don't
have the time with
business growing"



Why Does This Work?

STAND OUT FROM THE
CROWD

 
Scrolling, content catches
the eye of the consumer,

stops, reads, engages,
follows your page and keeps
them coming back for more

ORGANIC STRATEGY
 

When we drive organic traffic to
your page, the conversion from

stranger to follower is higher
because the person can see eye-

catching valuable content on your
page in seconds 

WARM LEADS & HIGHER
CONVERSIONS

 
 If you're reaching out over DM's
they already know, like and trust

you + There will be a huge
increase in website visits =

increasing conversion rates.



BOOK CALLThis is a no-obligations 15-20 min call To
see what you’re currently doing, where
you want to get to and if we can help
you get there.

The worst-case scenario:

You get some free strategies &
guidance to implement into your
business right away

Free Personalised
Scaling Session

...Or check out our ad
campaigns on the next slide

https://calendly.com/jordanleemangan/meeting


FACEBOOK &
INSTAGRAM ADS
CLOSED NETWORK
CLIENT RESULTS

These are results of digital ad
campaigns we have
collaborated on with other
agencies in the UK and inside
my network.



FACEBOOK &
INSTAGRAM ADS
CLOSED NETWORK
CLIENT RESULTS



FACEBOOK &
INSTAGRAM ADS
CLOSED NETWORK
CLIENT RESULTS



BOOK CALL

Free Personalised
Scaling Session
This is a no-obligations 15-20 min call To
see what you’re currently doing, where
you want to get to and if we can help
you get there.

The worst-case scenario:

You get some free strategies &
guidance to implement into your
business right away

https://calendly.com/jordanleemangan/meeting


Core
Services

Content
Creation

Social Media
Management Paid Ads


